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Lemanik Insights  

Full value is not bubble-value: US-equity is still 

better positioned than European and emerging 

- 2nd April 2021 - 

The registered increase in interest rates, consequence of inflationary expectations, 

has been one of the central main themes over the last weeks. The causes and effects of this 

phenomenon have been largely debated upon all over the world and they have widely impacted 

prices and valuations within the different financial markets, in all the asset classes. Equity, which 

pretends to be overvalued by some financial actors, is an asset class technically and economically 

highly linked to the movements in interest rates. 

Therefore, we could not but re-start our dialogue with Filippo Garbarino, portfolio manager of the 

fund "Lemanik SICAV - Global Equity Opportunities", by discussing this, among others, hot topic. 

Filippo has more than 20 years of experience in the financial sector: 10 years in investment banking 

in corporate finance, mergers and acquisitions and 10 years in asset management. In a universe of 

global investment opportunities, Filippo currently focuses exclusively on companies domiciled within 

the US market but with a global business model. 

Filippo, over the last weeks the attention of market participants is very focused on the increase of 

interest rates. What is your interpretation of this phenomenon? 

Interest rates are rising because the global economy is rebounding thanks to mass vaccination. 

Investors are always concerned by interest rates given that they are a key factor in determining the 

price of risky assets. Central Banks have signaled that they want to keep rates low for a long time to 

generate economic growth and inflation. Given central bank intentions, we do not think investors 

should be overly concerned by rising rates. 

Another noteworthy topic is the much-feared bubble risk, especially in the technology sector: in the 

face of a real economy that has struggled mightily during 2020, we have seen largely double-digit 

returns on all equity markets. Are equities overpriced? Does bubble risk exist? 

Equity markets appear to be fully valued but not in bubble territory, at least at this interest rate level. 

If rates remain at the current level, without rising further, equities could be worth much more. The 

technology sector is far away from the excesses of the 1999-2000 internet bubble, when it traded at 

much higher multiples compared to today.   

If the market as a whole is not, therefore, in bubble risk, are there segments of the market that are? 

Although the market appears to be reasonably valued as a whole, some subsectors appear to have 

speculative excesses. For example, some unprofitable technology companies have unsustainable 

valuations. These companies have been helped by low rates and increased trading activity from 

retail investors during the pandemic. We believe such excesses will be corrected over time. 

The huge fiscal support plans for the economy and employment have very often ended up parked 

in Money Market instruments, as shown by the significant positive flows recorded by dedicated funds 

over the last year. From a yield hunting perspective, where might these flows reasonably end up? 
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Given the low level of interest rates and unattractive bond valuations, we believe that the cash sitting 

on the sidelines will be over time increasingly invested in stocks. 

In an environment like the one described, how is it possible to generate alpha with a global equity 

strategy? 

In order to generate Alpha, portfolio managers can focus on the pillars of value creation: free cash 

flows, growing Revenues and EBITDA, margin enhancement, strong management teams and industry 

barriers to entry. 

Might you spend some words on emerging stock markets and the European stock market? 

European markets generally have lower growth companies compared to the US. We feel that US 

markets’ outperformance will resume, especially if interest rates stabilize. 

Emerging markets are higher risk given unstable currencies, political landscapes and lower financial 

statement quality. We believe that the best risk-reward profile is still in the US market. 

 

Filippo Garbarino 


